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(i) can be generalized to the case indexed by Riesz space. 
(ii) can be generalized to the case indexed by R". 
Let T be a Riesz space, ~={Gc T: closed and satisfies tc G~s~ G for all 
s ~< t}; an element of Y( may be called history. Given a filtration {o~c}c~e such that 
°~c1~ = ( - )~a ~Go, and i fU~a G~ ~ ~, then "~Uo~o = V.~a ~ for any subset 
{G,: a c A}c £ of 2(, we have two sub-families indexed by T:{W5 = ~(..,]},~7 and 
{~*= ~(,..)~},~r. A map q~, from 12 to ~, is called a weakly optional history if 
{w: qs(w) c (t, .)°}c o ~* for all te T. We can associate a o--field fie with each 4) in 
the natural way. Then, the local comparability in the four families of o--fields {if,} ,~ r, 
{o~*},~T, {o~}c~e and {o~e}e~w is equivalence, where 74/" denotes the set of all 
weakly optional histories. So, it is easy to see that the local comparability between 
{o%]} and {o~} is equivalent to that in {O%z}~R£; we use the latter for Riesz space 
index. It should be pointed out that the conditional independence in {o%,},~r and 
{o%*}~r is not equivalence xcept when T = R 2. 
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Let M be an n-dimensional simply connected comlslete K/ihler manifold whose 
sectional curvature K satisfies 
-b2<~ K ~< - -a  2 
on M for some constants b > a > 0. We consider Green-Wu's conjecture which 
asserts that M is biholomorphic to a bounded domain of C". If the conjecture is 
true, that is McC" ,  then we know [1] that every non-degenerate conformal 
martingale on C" starting from a point of M goes out from M. Therefore we can 
expect hat almost all the sample paths of any non-degenerate conformal martingale 
on M converge to the ideal boundary of M. 
This can be proved by the method of Sullivan [2]. This fact will be utilized in 
the study of complex analysis on M. 
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